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Bret Higgins, best known as bassist and key contributor with Canadian folk-rockers 
Great Lake Swimmers for almost 10 years, has a new project and itʼs already gained 
the attention of legendary New York saxophonist-composer John Zorn.

Bret Higginsʼ Atlas Revolt is the first CD from Higgins' new band, on Zornʼs New York 
label Tzadik Records and was released July  24, 2015. The Toronto bassist's project 
began in 2013 as a vehicle for his original instrumental compositions that draw 
inspiration from a unique blend of genres and influences including film scores, jazz, 
orchestral, pop, surf, psychedelic, rock, and elements of Eastern European and South 
American music. Joining Bret in the core group are some of Canadaʼs most in-demand 
players   -- violinist Aleksandar Gajic, keyboardist Robbie Grunwald, electric guitarist 
Tom Juhas and drummer Joshua Van Tassel.

“Writing and performing my own music is central to my practice as an artist," says 
Higgins, who has also played with a wide variety of musicians in different spheres 
including Sarah Slean, Basia Bulat, Rose Cousins and David Buchbinder. "With this 
project and these specific players in the band I feel like I can stretch my compositional 
imagination and create music that is surprising, honest, exciting, and emotionally 
resonant for both myself and the listener.”

Downbeat Magazine / Frank Alkyer - (Editor’s Pick August 2015):

“Bret Higgins is a take-no-prisoners bassist hailing from Toronto. He lays down rock-
solid grooves, then sends his bandmates out to do the serious damage.  It wouldn’t be 
fair to categorize this album as a great “bassist’s” album. It’s simply a great album.” 

All About Jazz / Dan Bilawsky (August 28, 2015)

“While Higgins liberally mixes styles and sounds in these original compositions, all of 
this music manages to speak the same language.” “He readily blends Eastern European 
influences, rock grooves, psychotropic sounds, and klezmer-ish melodies, alternately 
creating grooving numbers and sweeping, cinematic pieces in the process.”
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# # # # # Music and Video

To stream the band’s music you can visit our private soundcloud page here:

https://soundcloud.com/bret-higgins-atlas-revol/sets/bret-higgins-atlas-revolt/s-E8CAx

I can also send a complimentary download if you indicate that in your response
OR

If you prefer a physical copy of the original Tzadik record I am happy to send one to you 
if you provide me with a mailing address

Lastly, videos of the band playing can be seen here:

https://vimeo.com/136868816

https://vimeo.com/136868814
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Reviews of Bret Higgins’ Atlas Revolt

Downbeat Magazine /Frank Alkyer - Editor’s Pick August 2015:

“Bret Higgins is a take-no-prisoners bassist hailing from Toronto. He lays down rock-
solid grooves, then sends his bandmates out to do the serious damage. In this case, it’s 
his new band Atlas Revolt, which includes Tom Juhas, a guitar superhero, Aleksandar 
Gajic, a crazy cool violinist, Robbie Grunwald, meteoric on electric and acoustic piano, 
and Joshua Van Tassel, a power drummer. This is music with jazz roots and heavy rock 
overtones. “Atlas Revolt,” the opening tune, clearly states this group’s intentions. It’s a 
powerful punch to the gut with Higgins and Van Tassel driving the beat for Gajic and 
Juhas to soar over. “El Metate” takes the group into a Latin groove, with Juhas doing his 
best Dick Dale-inspired surf guitar. “Meat For Dogs” would be perfect on a soundtrack 
for a spy movie. Grunwald’s understated Rhodes-like piano perfectly punctuates the 
tune, with Gajic and Juhas playing some inspired parallel lines. There are also some 
terrific space-jam moments, like “All About A Starry Night” and “Vorticism.” “Starry” takes 
it slow, letting Juhas squeeze every ounce of sound from each note. “Vorticism” takes 
the tempo up with some great interplay between Juhas, Gajic and Grunwald. In all, this 
is an amazingly entertaining album, full of drive, humor and tight grooves. Higgins’ 
strength is his knack for writing great tunes, then giving his band the space to make 
them shine. It wouldn’t be fair to categorize this album as a great “bassist’s” album. It’s 
simply a great album.”

Midwest Record / Chris Spector (July 3, 2015)

“This Canadian bass ace has his 
fingers in so many pies at once that it 
probably doesn't phase him to toss off 
a klezmer/surf/crime jazz track that 
would have been at home in a movie 
produced by Golan Globus financed 
with middle eastern money. Taking 
‘world jazz' the next step further to 
‘other world jazz‘, Higgins never gets 
precious or obscure in his flights of 
fancy leaving any open eared world 
beater to feel free to strap themselves 
in and enjoy the ride. Check it out.”



All About Jazz / Dan Bilawsky (August 28, 2015)

“The eponymous debut from Toronto-based bassist Bret Higgins' Atlas Revolt is a tough 
one to pin down and an easy one to get pleasantly lost in. 

Higgins regularly walks through different musical worlds, working with the folk-rock outfit 
Great Lake Swimmers, the Balkan-klezmer band Beyond The Pale, the folk-ish Ozere, 
and the trippy avant-klezmer jam band known as Zebrina, so it should come as no 
surprise that his own music pulls from so many different places. He readily blends 
Eastern European influences, rock grooves, psychotropic sounds, and klezmer-ish 
melodies, alternately creating grooving numbers and sweeping, cinematic pieces in the 
process. 

Right off the bat, Higgins walks the klezmer-rock path with the title track. But that 
doesn't last. He shifts gears from there, turning into a musical nomad who wanders 
Spanish hills while caravanning with the Romany ("El Metate"). Then he promptly 
changes directions twice by creating something that sounds like it was pulled from an 
Ennio Morricone score for a Spaghetti Western ("All About The Starry Sky") and 
delivering an amped up semi-raver ("Zagazig"). In those first four pieces, Higgins' love 
of variety is laid out for all to hear. 

While Higgins liberally mixes styles and sounds in these original compositions, all of this 
music manages to speak the same language. That's due, in large part, to these 
musicians. Each member of this ensemble has a role to play, and each plays it to 
perfection. Higgins is all about stability, laying foundation down below his bandmates as 
they spread far and wide; guitarist Tom Juhas brings an edge to this music and he pairs 
well with violinist Aleksandar Gajic, an intriguing player who builds distinctive melodic 
lines with Hebraic underpinnings; drummer Joshua Van Tassel is often right there with 
Higgins, playing straight rock beats behind the band, but he also knows how to pull back 
and work with tom-based minimalism when Higgins is looking to create something more 
open; and keyboardist Robbie Grunwald is a utility man, embroidering the music with 
unique sounds, tempering extreme thoughts from other band members, and providing 
colorful solo work. 

It's no surprise that a project like this should end up on John Zorn's Tzadik imprint. Bret 
Higgins' Atlas Revolt is a boundary-pushing jazz-rock-klezmer hybrid that should fit right 
in on that label.”

Tzadik Records / John Zorn (2015)

“A fabulous release by this Canadian instrumental band that blends latin, r&b, soul, film 
soundtracks, jazz and more into moody and infectious grooves.  Bret Higgins is no 
stranger to Tzadik, performing on the 2014 release Zebrina and performing with Tzadik 
regulars like Frank London, David Buchbinder, Ben Goldberg and many others.  A new 



take on The Meters and Booker T, this is small unit instrumental music that you will 
return to again and again.”

Gapplegate Guitar and Bass Blog / Grego Applegate Edwards (August 7, 2015)

“Double bassist, composer and bandleader Bret Higgins comes our way with the debut 
of his band Bret Higgins' Atlas Revolt. It's a cohesively wild and rather wooly quintet of 
Bret Higgins, double bass, Aleksander Gajic, violin, Robbie Grunwald, acoustic and 
electric piano, Tom Juhas, electric guitar, Joshua Van Tassel, drums and 
percussion.This is music that belongs smartly on the Tzadik label for its movie-
soundtrack-like synthesis of Euro-Semitic advancement, with a hint of secret-agent-
meets-Baltic and some advanced rock-jazz overtones. Tom Juhas does excellent guitar 
work that gives a nod to surf roots and throwback avantness with some minor-mode 
flourishes and cosmic psychedelic electricity. Aleksander Gajic has a very vibrant violin 
tone and combines euro-eastern feelings with a contemporary, sometimes cosmic feel. 
Higgins anchors it all thoroughly on his bass, very much out-front, and the rest of the 
band plays an important and effective part in it all.

The compositional frameworks are all-important in ways I am sure John Zorn 
appreciates. They cover much ground and each band member contributes bite, color 
and drive to make for a program that grabs your ears and never lets go.This one is very 
fun while being quite serious about what it sets out to accomplish. It succeeds very well 
and gives you some music that holds your attention well. Check it out!”

Bret Higgins
647 991 6416
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